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Design a Kitchen within a Log Cabin

The Brief
• To design a kitchen within a log cabin which was to be taken down in
Scotland and rebuilt on the grounds of Kilworth, incorporating
machines for private banqueting and pre theatre ala carte buffets.

Challenges
• Services required;
• Carrying the equipment across open countryside and up scaffolding.
• On arrival and rebuild of the Log Cabin, we discovered that the
Internal dimensions were slightly smaller causing last minute changes
Prior to the scheduled opening.
• All fabrication was bespoke.
• Ductwork from the extraction system was placed so that it was not
Visible to the public and all smells diverted from them. Noise
Reduction was also of paramount importance.
The authentic log cabin restaurant, ‘The Staging Post’, is idyllically
situated next to the theatre. This unique facility provides corporate
hospitality at its very best for up to 50 persons both pre-show and
during the interval.
This exceptional venue may be booked for a delicious 3 course pre theatre
buffet (minimum 30 covers), providing the perfect way to
exclusively entertain your VIP guests - or simply to enjoy the company
of friends with a special social gathering - on a beautiful summer’s
evening.
Complete with bar, kitchen and cloakrooms, The Staging Post has a
wonderfully warm and welcoming atmosphere with guests free to stroll
outside onto the veranda to delight in the beautiful woodland
surroundings.
The Staging Post may also be hired outside of the theatre season on a
year round basis for a drinks reception or dinner.

“Whitco successfully completed the kitchen installation at the
above project in 2007, working to a tight installation schedule, this
compact kitchen installation was well designed fulfilling all the
needs of the Chef and Kitchen Staff and was brought in on time
and on budget. Yet another successful team effort by Whitco.”
Richard Coppock
Associate Director, Corporate Architecture Ltd

For more information contact:
Whitco Catering
& Bakery equipment Limited,
Cottingham Way, Thrapston
Northants NN14 4PL
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Tel: +44(0)1832735007
Fax: +44(0)1832734433
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